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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of facial expressions recognition 
using principal component analysis and independent component analysis onto 
dimension of the emotion. To reflect well the changes in facial expressions, a 
representation based on principal component analysis (PCA) excluded the first 
2 principal components is presented, ICA representation from this PCA repre-
sentation is developed. Facial expression performance in two dimensional struc-
ture was significant 90.9% in pleasure/displeasure dimension and 66.6% in the 
arousal/sleep dimension. The findings indicate that the two dimensional struc-
ture of emotion may reflect various emotion states as a stabled structure for the 
facial expression recognition. 

1   Introduction 

In the field of facial expression recognition, most research has been made in trying to 
recognize expressions of discrete emotions suggested by Ekman[1]. Such studies 
provide a convenient framework [2, 3, 4]. But these studies have limitations for rec-
ognition of natural facial expressions which consist of several other emotions and 
many combinations of emotions. Thus, when developing methods for analyzing facial 
expressions in human-computer interaction, dimension approach is needed. 

The dimensions of emotion can be overcome this limitation. The two most common 
dimensions are “arousal” (calm/excited), and “valence” (negative/positive) [5, 6]. To 
recognize facial expressions in various emotion states, we worked with dimensions of 
emotion instead of with basic emotions or discrete emotion categories. The dimensions 
of emotion proposed are pleasure/displeasure dimension and arousal/sleep dimension. 

Several methods for representing facial expression images have been proposed such 
as PCA (Principal Component Analysis), ICA (Independent Component Analysis), 
Optic flow and Geometric tracking method, and Gabor representation [7, 8,9]. ICA 
filters as features on facial expression recognition were demonstrated the successful 
classifying twelve facial actions of the upper and lower face [9]. At recently study, PCA 
representation excluded the first 1 principal component in full face was applied to input 
features of neural network classifier in work for facial expression recognition [10]. PCA 
representation excluded the first 1 principal component can remove neutral expressions. 
ICA is a generalization of PCA which learns the high-order moments of the data in 
addition to the second-order moments [11]. Therefore we thought that ICA 
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representation using PCA images excluded neutral expression components in full face 
could be used effectively in the facial expression recognition as well.  

This paper develops a method to recognize facial expressions on dimension of 
emotion using a combination of PCA and ICA. Section 2 indicates a representation of 
facial expression images based on PCA and ICA for feature extraction of facial ex-
pressions. Section 3 describes the classification of facial expressions on two dimen-
sional structure of emotion. Section 4 concludes with discussion. 

2   Feature Extraction 

This section provides a database based on dimension structure of emotion and the 
representation of facial expression images for feature extraction of facial expressions. 
The representation of facial expression images is developed as two steps. In the first 
step, we present a representation based on PCA  excluded the first 2 principal compo-
nents. Second step, ICA representation from this PCA representation was developed. 

2.1   Database of Dimension Structure 

The database [12] with two dimension structure of emotion contained 498 images, 3 
females and  3 males, each image using 640 by 480 pixels. Expressions were divided 
into two dimensions(Pleasure/Displeasure and Arousal/Sleep dimension) according to 
the study of internal emotion states through the semantic analysis of words related 
with emotion by Younga et al. [13]  using 83 expressive words.  

Each expressor of females and males posed 83 internal emotional state expressions 
when 83 words of emotion are presented. 51 experimental subjects rated pictures on the 
degrees of expression in each of the two dimensions on a nine-point scale. The images 
were labeled with a rating averaged over all subjects. The result of the dimension  
analysis  of emotion  words  related  to internal emotion states is shown in figure. 1.  

2.2   PCA Representation Excluded Neutral Expressions 

Facial expression images were centered with coordinates for eye and mouth locations, 
and then cropped and scaled to 20x20 pixels to minimize reconstruction error. The 
luminance was normalized in two steps. The rows of the images were concatenated to 
produce 1 ×  400 dimensional vectors. The row means are subtracted from the data 
set, X. Then X is passed through the zero-phase whitening filter, V, which is the in-
verse square root of the covariance matrix:  

XVZXXEV T == − ,}{ 2

1

 (1) 

From this process, Z removes much of the variability due to lightening. Atick and 
Redlich [14] have argued for such compact, decorrelated representations as a general 
coding strategy for the visual system. Redundancy reduction has been discussed in 
relation to the visual system at several levels. A first-order redundancy is mean lumi-
nance. The variance, a second order statistic, is the luminance contrast. PCA is a way 
of encoding second order dependencies in the input by rotating the axes to corre-
sponding to directions of maximum covariance. 
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Fig. 1. The dimension analysis of emotion words related to internal emotion states 

The first 1 or 2 principal components of PCA do not address the changes of facial 
expressions. It just  displays the neutral face. That is to say, the neutral face means 
redundant codes in facial expressions. Figure 2(a) shows PCA representation that 
included the first 2 principal components. But selecting intermediate ranges of com-
ponents that excluded the first 2 principal components of PCA do address well the 
changes in facial expression (Figure 2(b)).  

To extract information of facial expression excluded redundant codes such as neu-

tral expressions in facial expressions, we employed the 200 PCA coefficients, nP , 
 

               
                         (a)                                                                (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) PCA representation included only the first 2 principal components (b) PCA repre-
sentation excluded the first 2 principal components 
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excluded the first 2 principal components of PCA of the face images. 200 principal 
components excluded the first 2 principal components provided best performance on 
facial expression recognition. 

The principal component representation of the set of images in Z in Equation(1) 

based on  nP  is defined as nn PZY ∗= . The approximation of Z is obtained as 

T
nn PYZ ∗= . The columns of nY  consist of input data for ICA representation.  

2.3   ICA Representation  

Independent component analysis (ICA) is a generalization of principal component 
analysis, which decorrelates the high-order moments of the input. Much of the impor-
tant information is contained in the high-order statistics of the images. In a task such 
as facial expression recognition, a representational basis in which the high-order sta-
tistics are decorrelated should consider changes in facial expressions. Therefore, we 
applied images after excluding the high-order statistics such as neutral expressions for 
feature extraction of facial expressions to ICA representation. 

The images were converted to vectors and comprised the rows of a 252x200 data 
matrix, Y .  We assume the facial images in Y to be a linear mixture of an known set 

of statistically independent source images U, where 1−= WA  is an unknown mixing 
matrix. The sources, U are gained by a matrix of learned filters, W. ICA representa-
tion is generated according to the following linear model [15, 16] 

 

Fig. 3. Basis images for the ICA factorial representation )( 1−=WA  

 
 

*1u=             *2u+              *... nu++                   

 

Fig. 4.  ICA factorial representation=( nuuu ......,,2,1 ) 
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.WYU =  (2) 

The weight matrix, W, was obtained by using the FastICA algorithm [17].  The 
FastICA algorithm computes the independent components that become uncorrelated 
by a whitening process and then maximizes non-Gaussianity of data distribution by 
using kurtosis maximization. The columns of the ICA output matrix, UWY =  pro-
vided a factorial code for the training images inY . Each column of U contained the 
coefficients of the basis images in A for reconstructing each images in Y . The col-

umns of 1−= WA  consist of  basis images for the ICA factorial representation 
(Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows the factorial code representation in facial expression image. 

The representational code for the test images was found by testtest UWY = . The ma-

trix excluded the first 2 principal components of test images is testY and W is the 

weight matrix gained by performed ICA on the training images. 

3   Recognizing Facial Expressions 

252 images for training and 66 images excluded from the training set for testing are 
used. The 66 images for test include 11 expression images of each six people. Facial 
expression recognition in various emotion states was evaluated by the nearest 
neighbor classifier in two dimensional structure of emotion on pleasure/displeasure 
dimension and arousal/sleep dimension. The coefficient vectors U in  each of the two 
dimensions  are given as vectors of 

trainU  and 
testU .  Coefficient vectors in each test 

set were assigned to the class label of the coefficient vector in the training set that was 
most similar as evaluated by S: 

),min(
train

test

test

train

testtrain

testtrain

U

U

U

U

UU

UU
S

⋅=  (3) 

The class label consists of four section on two dimensional structure of emotion. 
C1 class is described with pleasure/displeasure dimension ranging from 5 up to 9 and 
arousal/sleep dimension ranging from 1 up to 4. C2 class is described with pleas-
ure/displeasure dimension ranging from 5 up to 9 and arousal/sleep dimension rang-
ing from 5 up to 9. C3 class is described with pleasure/displeasure dimension ranging 
from 1  up to 4  and arousal/sleep dimension ranging from 5 up to 9. C4 class is de-
scribed with pleasure/displeasure dimension ranging from 1 up to 4 and arousal/sleep 
dimension ranging from 1 up to 4.   

The first test verified with 252 facial images trained already. The recognition result 
that was produced by 252 images trained previously showed 100% recognition rates. 
The recognition result of test set showed 90.9% in the pleasure/displeasure dimension 
and 66.6% in the arousal/sleep dimension. Table 1 describes a part of facial expres-
sion recognition derived from three people in all six people on two dimensions of 
emotion.  
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Table 1. The result of facial expression recognition derived from three people. (Abbreviation: 
P-D, pleasure/displeasure; A-S, arousal/sleep;). 

Test Set Named emo-
tional word of 

Pictures(person) 

Clas
s label P – D A – S

Recognized 
Class label 

depression(a) 1 6.23 4.43 3 
crying(a) 1 6.47 4.10 1 
gloomy(a) 2 7.37 5.53 1 
strange(a) 1 6.17 5.17 1 
proud(a) 4 3.07 4.47 4 
confident(a) 3 3.47 4.57 1 
despair(a) 2 6.23 5.97 2 
sleepiness(a) 4 5.00 1.80 1 
likable(a) 3 1.97 4.23 3 
delight(a) 3 1.17 4.20 3 
boredom(a) 1 6.77 5.50 2 
pleasantness (b) 3 1.40 5.47 3 
depression (b) 1 6.00 4.23 1 
crying(b) 2 7.13 6.17 2 
gloomy(b) 1 5.90 3.67 1 
strangeness(b) 2 6.13 6.47 1 
proud(b) 3 2.97 5.17 3 
confident(b) 4 2.90 4.07 2 
despair(b) 1 7.80 5.67 2 
sleepiness(b) 4 6.00 1.93 3 
likable(b) 4 2.07 4.27 2 
delight(b) 3 1.70 5.70 2 
gloomy( c ) 1 6.60 3.83 1 
strangeness( c ) 2 6.03 5.67 2 
proud( c ) 4 2.00 4.53 4 
confident( c ) 4 2.47 5.27 4 
despair (c ) 1 6.47 5.03 2 
sleepiness( c ) 1 6.50 3.80 1 
likable(c) 4 1.83 4.97 4 
delight(c) 3 2.10 5.63 4 
boredom( c ) 2 6.47 5.73 1 
tedious( c) 1 6.73 4.77 1 
jealousy( c ) 2 6.87 6.80 2 

4   Conclusion 

A new approach method to recognize facial expressions in various emotion states 
with ICA and PCA has been discussed in this paper. Facial expression performance in 
two dimensional structure was evaluated by the nearest neighbor classifier. The result 
of facial expression recognition with ICA and PCA onto  dimension structure of emo-
tion shows  significant conclusions as follow. 

First, the two dimensional structure of emotion provided a stabled structure for the 
facial expression recognition. Second, pleasure-displeasure dimension was analyzed 
as a more stable dimension than arousal-sleep dimension. Pleasure/Displeasure 
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dimension was significant 90.9%, while Arousal-Sleep dimension was significant 
66.6%. We suggest that the two dimensional structure of emotion may provide a 
structure for the facial expression recognition as close to real life as possible.  
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